
Witness the jungle at night whilst in comfort at the iconic

Bamboo Camp

Experience the Wildlife Sanctuary at night at the iconic

Bamboo Camp, search for wild gibbons as they sing their dawn

chorus and witness indigenous forest knowledge.

Day 1: Sen Monorom to Jahoo in Keo Seima Wildlife Sanctuary

Day 2: Jahoo in Keo Seima Wildlife Sanctuary to Sen

Monorom

Highlights

- Experience the jungle by night and observe the shy and

mysterious nocturnal creatures whilst sleeping in comfort at

the unique Bamboo Camp 

- Wake up to the eerie call of the endangered yellow-cheeked

crested gibbon before joining them in the forest at sunrise

 

- Trek through lush rainforest spotting rare black-shanked

douc-langurs and encountering other unique forest wildlife

EXPLORE                  

 



DAY 1: SEN MONOROM TO JAHOO IN
KEO SEIMA WILDLIFE SANCTUARY

07:30 Collection: The driver will pick you up from your guesthouse
and you’ll drive through rolling hills towards Keo Seima Wildlife

Sanctuary (KSWS). After 30 minutes, you’ll arrive in Andong
Kraleung village, an ethnic Indigenous Bunong community. As you

drive through the village look out for the bamboo water tower
which provides homes with safe drinking water and spot the

primary school children enjoying a hearty breakfast before school
begins, two examples of programmes that Jahoo supports

through ecotourism fees.
 

08:30 - 11:00 Wildlife Hike: Following your local guide, head out
into the mixed-evergreen rainforest on the search for wildlife,
such as rare primates, as you hike towards a remote waterfall.

 
11:00 Jungle Waterfall: Forage for your lunch and help your guide

prepare a delicious Bunong meal over a campfire before refreshing
yourselves in the natural pool at the waterfall.

 
12:30 - 16:00 Wildlife Hike: Continue with your local guide on the

search for rare wildlife, such as black-shanked douc langur, as you
return to the camp. Through the eyes of your indigenous guide,

find traces of elusive wildlife such as the footprints of Asian
elephants and the claw marks of sun bears.

 
17:00 Sunset Dinner: Refresh and relax at the unique Bamboo

Camp, constructed of sustainably sourced bamboo, the camp is
immersed in its forest surroundings and was designed to have

minimal impact on the environment. Dine on Bunong-Khmer fusion
cuisine cooked using locally sourced and seasonal produce whilst

enjoying panoramic forest views.
 

18:00 Jungle by Night (optional): After dinner, take a short walk
with the aide of headlamps into the forest to take a glimpse at

nocturnal forest animals, before visiting the atmospheric
indigenous hut for a traditional nightcap and to discuss history,

folklore and indigenous culture with Bunong elders.

ITINERARY 

Drive Time:

30 to 40 minutes 

Walking Distance:

3-6 km

Key Species:

Birds: Germain’s Peacock-
pheasant, Siamese Fireback,
Scaly-breasted Partridge, Orange-
necked Partridge, Green Peafowl,
Great Hornbill, Bar-bellied Pitta,
Blue-rumped Pitta, Grey-faced Tit
babbler, Grey-eyed Bulbul, Red-
vented Barbet, Green-eared
Barbet, Black and Buff
Woodpecker, Pale-headed
Woodpecker, Great Slaty
Woodpecker, Great Hornbill,
Banded Kingfisher, Indochinese
Barbet

Mammals: Pig-tailed Macaque,
Southern Yellow-cheeked Crested
Gibbon, Black Giant Squirrel,
Cambodian Striped Squirrel,
Variable Squirrel, Asian Elephant,
Black-shanked Douc, (Banteng,
Sunbear tracks can be seen)

Habitat:

Semi-evergreen rainforest with
patches of bamboo undergrowth
intersected by seasonal streams
and dotted with waterfalls

For full Keo Seima Wildlife Sanctuary bird list: CLICK HERE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j2OLdTd_pTov_MOKL_taazZVap2ZvTpD/view?usp=sharing


DAY 2: JAHOO IN KEO SEIMA WILDLIFE
SANCTUARY TO SEN MONOROM

05:00 Gibbon Watching: Awake before dawn to the sounds of the
forest and join wildlife researchers as they head into the forest to

position themselves at the listening post. Upon hearing the piercing
call of the yellow-cheeked crested gibbon, follow your guides as

they track the gibbon family, moving swiftly and silently through the
forest undergrowth. As you observe these unique endangered apes,

learn about their behaviour as well as the ongoing conservation
efforts to protect this species at Jahoo.

08:00 Cultural Journey: Return for breakfast at the camp before
preparing to explore Bunong culture as you visit a traditional burial

and spirit forest to learn about Bunong spiritual beliefs. Traverse
through examples of modern and ancient farming practices and

witness the transition from traditional swidden agriculture to
current practices. Experience the ancient practice of resin tapping

and observe other forms of sustainable harvesting of forest
resources, traditions that have motivated forest protection for

generations.

12:00 Jungle Waterfall: Discover another stunning jungle waterfall,
take a swim in the natural pool and enjoy lunch at the edge of the
forest stream. Take time to relax and enjoy the tranquillity of this

exclusive waterfall enjoying incredible views of towering trees and
the abundance of beautiful butterflies

15:00 Wildlife Hike: Return to camp after a gentle stroll through the
forest keeping an eye out for wildlife along the way, especially the

prehistoric-like greater hornbill and other colourful forest birds.

17:00 Sunset Dinner: Refresh and relax at the unique Bamboo Camp.
Dine on Bunong-Khmer fusion cuisine cooked using locally sourced

and seasonal produce whilst enjoying panoramic forest views.

18:00 Jungle by Night (optional): After dinner, take a short walk with
the aide of headlamps into the forest to take a glimpse at nocturnal
forest animals, before visiting the atmospheric indigenous hut for a
traditional nightcap and to discuss history, folklore and indigenous

culture with Bunong elders.

ITINERARY 

Drive Time:

30 to 40 minutes 

Walking Distance:

3-6 km

Key Species:

Birds: Germain’s Peacock-
pheasant, Siamese Fireback,
Scaly-breasted Partridge, Orange-
necked Partridge, Green Peafowl,
Great Hornbill, Bar-bellied Pitta,
Blue-rumped Pitta, Grey-faced Tit
babbler, Grey-eyed Bulbul, Red-
vented Barbet, Green-eared
Barbet, Black and Buff
Woodpecker, Pale-headed
Woodpecker, Great Slaty
Woodpecker, Great Hornbill,
Banded Kingfisher, Indochinese
Barbet

Mammals: Pig-tailed Macaque,
Southern Yellow-cheeked Crested
Gibbon, Black Giant Squirrel,
Cambodian Striped Squirrel,
Variable Squirrel, Asian Elephant,
Black-shanked Douc, (Banteng,
Sunbear tracks can be seen)

Habitat:

Semi-evergreen rainforest with
patches of bamboo undergrowth
intersected by seasonal streams
and dotted with waterfalls

For full Keo Seima Wildlife Sanctuary bird list: CLICK HERE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j2OLdTd_pTov_MOKL_taazZVap2ZvTpD/view?usp=sharing

